
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING THURSDAY, 16 MAR 2023

RACE 1 7:20 PM  |  $20,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1200m
 	 4	 IDEE DE CHEVAL (FR) Raced handily last start when finishing 4th position over 1500m. Has been improving 

and can feature here.

 	 3	 SO GOLD Recorded the fastest time over this distance.

 	 8	 ZAVADREAM (FR) Drawn well and has the apprentice jockey claims. Will be handy.

 	 2	 RED CHARM (FR) Registered her maiden success three back but has missed the placings on the last 
two appearances. Could place on best form.

 	 1	 MACHITO (IRE) Often among the minors but finds it hard to win. Last start finished sixth at Cagnes-
sur-Mer All Weather beaten 9L.

RACE 2 7:50 PM  |  $21,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1700m
 	 6	 EDALA (FR) Solid effort last start, beaten 2.50 lengths into second over 1600m. Among the 

chances.

 	 2	 VIRIATUS (FR) Track specialist who will run well.

 	 4	 PATTOLO (FR) Great chance to break through.

 	 3	 SPIRIT GREY (FR) Better run last start, beaten 2.00 lengths into over 1800m. Genuine chance on the 
back of the last effort.

 	 5	 COLBY CHOP (FR) Finished third first-up at Cagnes-sur-Mer then couldn’t repeat when sixth at Cagnes-
sur-Mer over 1500m when beaten 11L. In the mix.

RACE 3 8:25 PM  |  $22,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1700m
 	 3	 NATIONAL SERVICE (FR) Solid effort last start, beaten 1.75 lengths into second over 1600m. Among the 

chances.

 	 1	 WE RIDE THE WORLD Better run last start, beaten 2.50 lengths into over 1600m. Genuine chance on the 
back of the last effort.

 	 4	 MON BEL CANTO (FR) Last start winner who retains form, will be handy here.

 	 5	 PERLE ROUGE (FR) Kicked off this campaign last time out with a fourth over 1600m at Pau All Weather. 
Among the chances.

 	 6	 INDYCO Narrowly beaten last start when only 0.12 lengths over 1600m. Big chance to score 
here.

RACE 4 9:07 PM  |  $20,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  2000m
 	 1	 BLAS (FR) Great horse and jockey partnership, expect a good showing.

 	 2	 ANDFIELD PARK (FR) Has been racing midfield recently with last start 6th position over 2200m. Need 
some luck in running.

 	 3	 AIR FORCE ONE (FR) Ultra consistent galloper and who can play a part in the finish.

 	 7	 GERMINAL (FR) Better run last start, beaten 1.69 lengths into over 2000m. Genuine chance on the 
back of the last effort.

 	 4	 GIRAFFE (FR) Finished out of the money over 1500m at Cagnes-sur-Mer last start. Could sneak a 
place.

RACE 5 9:42 PM  |  $16,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1800m
 	 2	 PAULITA MAX (FR) Has not raced since finishing 7 out of 14 runners over 124 days ago. Watch betting.

 	 3	 THE MANAGER (FR) Ultra consistent galloper and who can play a part in the finish.

 	 6	 MOUTRAKI (IRE) Recorded the fastest time over this distance.

 	 1	 NOBLE AMBER (FR) Average effort last start when 6th from 13 runners and beaten 3.00 lengths over 
1500m. Expect to improve here.

 	 5	 WELLINGTON ROSE (FR) Didn’t inspire again last start, beaten 10.81 lengths over 2200m. Better than recent 
runs suggest.
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RACE 6 10:17 PM  |  $20,000  |  MARSEILLE-BORELY  |  1800m
 	 4	 ALPAGE (FR) Winner of last two starts and is a big chance to make it 3 in a row.

 	10	 CAPOBLANCO (FR) Narrowly beaten last start when only 0.56 lengths over 2000m. Big chance to score 
here.

 	14	 AZACHOP (FR) Solid effort last start, beaten 1.25 lengths into second over 2000m. Among the 
chances.

 	 1	 BENI KHIAR (FR) Average effort last start when 6th from 12 runners and beaten 3.12 lengths over 
1600m. Expect to improve here.

 	 8	 ITALO (FR) A sequence of wins was broken last time out when he finished twelfth over 1600m at 
Chantilly All Weather. Place chance on best form.


